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Executive summary
This mid-term progress report summarizes the Swedish Film Institute’s execution of the government’s
assignment to begin digitizing the Swedish film heritage 2014–2018. It also proposes how the p
 rocess
may continue beyond 2018 when the earmarked funds run out.
available to the general public, nor eventually made available at
all. The process will not be finished, but will need to continue
for as long as the national Swedish film policy has the goal of
making the film heritage available.
If all the remaining films are to be digitized at the same rate
and with the same quality as has been the case to date, the whole
process would take over 100 years. This is not realistic bearing
in mind the threats that exist. To reduce that time to 25–30 years,
films and material need to be categorized based on certain
technical and content-related parameters. The high-quality
digitization which the Swedish Film Institute carries out needs
to be performed at a faster pace than before, while also being
supplemented with a less resource-demanding digitization. The
scope and cost of such digitization need to be looked into.
The most crucial factor for digitization in the future will be
securing the know-how and technical expertise. One precon
dition for maintaining both competence and technical infrastructure is sufficient funding over a long period. An annual
raise in the Film Institute’s appropriation to SEK 15 million
(13.2 million for digitization and 1.8 million for marketing,
distribution and information work) would mean that a large
number of films could be digitized and made available. An
operation within the framework of this funding would also be
of sufficient size to be able to secure competence through an
apprentice programme and the upkeep of infrastructure.
It would be impossible or at least very expensive to restart an
operation that had not been up and running for several years,
even if it would still be possible to get hold of the relevant
equipment. That is to say, that it would probably not be possible
to start the operation up again after a few years, if it is discon
tinued or dramatically cut down in 2019. New funding must
therefore be in place when the old funding runs out.
Ongoing proactive work is also required if the films that are
digitized are to be discovered and seen. Just as with new film,
the film industry and the general public need to be continually
informed about films that have been made available. Continued
resources are also required to technically adapt the films for
different formats, for cinema theatres, broadcasting, VoD and
DVD. Also crucial is a continued positive collaboration between
the Swedish Film Institute and the film industry. With concerted
effort, the market for the film heritage can be developed and

Background
At the beginning of the 2010s, Sweden’s cinema theatres were
digitized, one result being that analogue film now has to be
digitized to be shown. In 2013 the government granted the
Swedish Film Institute SEK 40 million to begin digitization
over a five-year period, and thereby guarantee the availability
of the Swedish film heritage. The goal has been to make the
films available to audiences at the cinema and at least one other
release window.

Digitizing the Swedish Film Heritage and
making it available 2014–2018
The selection of films and the technical process has taken place
according to guidelines that consider the principles of archive
ethics and the goals of the national film policy. The selection has
aimed at a broad representation of the Swedish film heritage,
prioritizing film for children and youth and films by female
filmmakers. Twenty per cent of the films were chosen by rights
holders, and the rest by a selection committee at the Swedish
Film Institute. Digitization means that rights holders who were
not able themselves to digitize have now been able to exploit the
films once again. In this way, digitization has helped to create a
new aftermarket.
The process has every opportunity possibility to make film
history available. The aim is to produce high-resolution digital
masters, from which Digital Cinema Packages (DCP) can be
made. Also from the digital masters, material can be produced
for broadcasting, DVD/BluRay release, VoD services and more.
In autumn 2016 the government granted SEK 2.5 million a year
to the Swedish Film Institute in order to strengthen the ongoing
initiative to digitize the film heritage. With these funds, the
Film Institute will be better able to adapt the films for different
platforms, and to continue the proactive work promoting the
films with audiences and the film industry.

Digitizing and Making the films Available 2019
and beyond
When the period in question, and thereby also the funding,
comes to an end in 2019, only around 500 of more than 12,000
preserved analogue Swedish films will be digitized and
available. The remaining films will not be able to be made
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Furthermore, it is reasonable that the films that are made
available should be subtitled in Swedish and other languages, such
as the minority languages in Sweden. It would also be possible to
audio describe the films to further increase availability.
Besides the cinema, VoD can be regarded as the principal
viewing platform for heritage films today and moving forward,
and great potential can be found here. With innovative ideas, the
films can be marketed successfully and find an audience, for
instance by curating and by combining distribution in several
platforms.
As the number of digitized titles grows, more and more
lesser-known films will be digitized.. There will be better
opportunities for wider use for instance in production of new
films and programmes or for research purposes. The Swedish
Film Institute needs to prepare to deal with a large number of
digitized films and new ways of communicating them.

extended. Moreover, the film industry needs support in finding
ways of showing and marketing the film heritage, and with
continued digitization, the process of making the body of films
available will need to be developed.
Public demand and legal feasibility for making films available
should also be considered in future when deciding on an order
of priority for the films. The major obstacle to this is the rights
situation.
Clarifying the rights situation for older films is very timeconsuming and involves locating old production companies and
individual creators, and identifying heirs. If the rate of digitization increases, it will be hard to maintain the same pace in
resolving rights issues. New, more general legal solutions will
therefore need to be developed. One way forward could be a
collective licensing agreement, similar to the one Bildupphovsrätt i Sverige/the Visual Copyright Society in Sweden has for
still images.
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Background
filmed in analogue but was to be post-produced digitally. As film
started also being filmed digitally, there was less commercial
demand for scanners. The European Commission estimated that
there would be no more access to scanners by 2020, which
would be devastating to film heritage institutions wanting to
digitize their collections. Whether access to scanners ceased in
2020 or later, it became obvious that it was important to begin
the digitization process.
Due to the urgency of the situation, in December 2012 the
board of the Swedish Film Institute decided to adopt a budget
deficit, using equity to begin digitization on a small scale. In
February 2013, SEK 13.2 million was requested from the government to continue the far-reaching digitization work on a larger
scale. During 2013, recruitments and investments were made to
initiate the process and a total of 18 films were digitally restored.
In April 2013 the Film Institute arranged a seminar on the
subject of “Film History available to everybody – or nobody?”
At the seminar, representatives of the European Commission
and the Association of European Cinémathèques (ACE)
stressed the importance of quickly beginning digitization of the
film heritage on a large scale.
In 2013 the government’s Budget Bill granted the Swedish
Film Institute SEK 40 million over five years, starting in 2014.3
The Budget Bill made the following observations:
“For the film heritage to be kept alive and passed on to future
generations, it must be available and be possible to be used and
developed. The government’s focus on digitizing cinemas has
now largely been completed. It is important now to truly exploit
technological advancements and make the films available in
digital format. Digitization of the Swedish Film Institute’s
archives makes it possible to screen the film heritage and
contribute to a wide, varied range of film at Swedish cinemas
and other viewing platforms, particularly when it comes to film
intended for children and youth.”

When the film industry moved from analogue to digital screening
technology in early 2010s, the development was very fast. In a
few short years change was a reality, and by 2013 most cinema
theatres in Sweden were digital. New film was distributed and
shown digitally while the film heritage, Swedish and interna
tional alike, only existed as reels in archives. Film heritage
institutions around the world realized that their collections must
be digitized if they are to be made available.
The film archive at the Swedish Film Institute preserve the
majority of the Swedish film heritage, and around 2,600 featurelength films are catalogued with accompanying screening
material in the Swedish Film Database. The stock of short film
is more diffuse since it is so geographically widespread, but the
Film Institute’s archival collections include around 6,700
identified and catalogued short films. There are further shorts in
private and public archives across Sweden, and there are
probably at least 12,000 Swedish short films preserved in total.1
It should be added that many more films have been made over
the years, but many of them have been lost, especially from the
silent film era.
In its budget proposal to the government in 2011, the Swedish
Film Institute pointed out for the first time how digitization of
cinema theatres would affect the availability of the Swedish film
heritage. Both the European Commission and the international
archive sector estimated that there would only be equipment to
carry out large-scale digitization projects for seven to ten years.
After that, access to service and spare parts would become very
expensive as the commercial film industry would have abandoned
analogue film, and film archives would be the only ones with
any real need.2
One crucial factor as to the urgency of digitization was the
reduced access to scanners. Computer scanners for high-quality
digitization of analogue film were originally developed to meet
the film industry’s needs to digitize material that had been

1. Short films exist in many different technical formats, since they are not always made for cinema screening. This is reflected in the relatively low number of
shorts in the Film Institute’s collection compared to the total number. Short films produced for other viewing platforms and/or on other technical media such as
video can therefore be found in different archives.
2. The European Commission’s conclusions were published in a report entitled “Challenges of the Digital Era for Film Heritage Institutions”, as part of the
overall study “Digital Agenda for European Film Heritage”. See http://www.ace-film.eu/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/final_report_en.pdf.
3. SEK 10 million was awarded in 2014, followed by SEK 7.5 million per year. Since the Film Institute is able to carry over funds from one financial year to the
next, digitization has seen differing results for each financial year. In 2014 the cost was just SEK 6.1 million, whereas in 2018 the cost is estimated at SEK 11
million. The reason is that the operation was just being established in 2014, and full staffing and equipment were not in place until later that year.
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Digitization of the Film
Archive 2014–2018
International Federation of Film Archives’ (FIAF’s) Code of
Ethics.5 The guidelines also increase the transparency with
filmmakers and the general public regarding what the Swedish
Film Institute does and does not do in the digitization process.
Based on the guidelines, it was decided that the films would
be scanned in 2K resolution, since this was the standard for
digital films at the cinema. The basic material chosen for the
image, i.e. the material to be scanned, were fine grain duplicate
positives rather than negatives. A duplicate positive has lower
image quality than a negative, but unlike a negative it is colour
graded and was originally intended for making new negatives
or replace damaged parts in an original negative. So essentially,
the film looks more like it should on screening from a duplicate
positive, while a film produced from a negative needs more
processing before being shown. It was decided that the time gain
of not having to spend as much time to colour grade scanned
duplicate positives justified the loss in quality from not scanning
negatives.

According to the estimates behind the request for SEK 13.2
million, the funds would be enough for something like 200 films
per year. With the granted funds of around SEK 8 million a year,
the Swedish Film Institute was forced to scale down the intended
work flow and instead set a goal of 100 digitized films a year.
There was however a lot of uncertainty in this estimate, since
the operation was still in its infancy.
There were several reasons why the Film Institute began
digitization under its own auspices rather than using external
parties, but the most crucial one was the uncertain future
regarding equipment and expertise. By building up its own
operation, the Film Institute was better equipped for the future.

Ethical and technical principles
To find a guiding principle and consensus for those working on
digitization, ethical guidelines for the process were drawn up.4
Digital editing tools are powerful, and the possibilities to manipulate sound and images are almost endless. The guidelines
define what changes to sound and images may be performed,
and which ones should be avoided in digitally processing the
films. One qualitative goal is that the digital version of the film
should reproduce the premiere screening as far as possible and
as far as resources allow. These guidelines tally with the
Post

Number

Personnel and general approach
Recruitment of personnel for the digitization process began in
the beginning of 2014. The following staffing was possible within
the confines of funds granted to the Swedish Film Institute:
Responsibilities

Head of digital restoration and preservation
1
		

Also responsible for the digital archive. Salary cost to be
divided between the two operations.

Audio Restorer
2
		

Scanning of sound from film or magnetic tape, synchronization
and digital restoration of sound.

Digital Film Restorer
1½
		

Manual restoration of images and removal of damage, dirt,
scratches etc. from the source material.

Colourist

Adjustment of light and colour. Also some restoration work.

2½

Preparation and scanning officer
2
		

Selection of source and reference material, preparation and
scanning. Monitors the film’s path through the process.

4. See http://www.filminstitutet.se/globalassets/2.-fa-kunskap-om-film/digitala-filmarvet/diverse-bilder/policy-of-the-digitization-of-film-heritage.pdf
5. See http://www.fiafnet.org/pages/Community/Code-Of-Ethics.html
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Media Engineer in 2016 using the permanent funding rather
than the temporary (i.e. the 40 million SEK=). Like the head of
the unit, these two people work with both digitization and the
digital archive. The digitization process works as summarized
in the table below.

The positions were advertised, and it became clear that combined
experience of analogue film and digital tools was hard to find.
Only a handful of applicants for each post were deemed to have
sufficient expertise and experience to be recruited. The Film
Institute also employed a Systems Administrator in 2014 and a
Area
Administrative
Analogue film
Analogue film
Analogue film
Analogue film
Analogue film

Activity
Selection of titles
Selection of source material and reference material
Preparation and cleaning of source material
Scanning of source material for sound
Scanning of source material for image
Cinema screening of analogue
reference material
Digital film
Editing and cutting if required
		
Digital film
Synchronization of sound and image
Digital film
Digital restoration of sound
Digital film
Digital restoration of image
Digital film
Light and colour adjustment
Digital film
Mastering
Digital film
Subtitling if required
Digital film
Cinema screening of digital version
		
Administrative
Documentation
		
Administrative
Archiving
		
Digital film
Version management if required
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Resource
Selection Committee
Preparation and scanning officer
Preparation and scanning officer
Audio Restorer
Preparation and scanning officer
Preparation and scanning officer,
Sound Restorer, Colourist
Preparation and scanning officer/
Systems Administrator
Sound Restorer
Sound Restorer
Digital Film Restorer
Colourist
Systems Administrator/Media Engineer
Systems Administrator/Media Engineer
Preparation and scanning officer, Sound
Restorer, Colourist Grader, Image restorer
Preparation and scanning officer,
Colourist, Sound Restorer
Preparation and scanning officer/
Media Engineer
Systems Administrator/Media Engineer

contemporary audience was deemed crucially important in the
selection process, and the rights had to allow a film to be shown
if it was to be digitized.
The selection committee also formed a number of smaller
working groups covering specific eras and genres, such as silent
film, experimental film and documentaries. Particular consideration was given in the selection process to films for children and
youth, and to films by female directors.
With a focus on making available, an open quota was also
earmarked for the film industry. Up to 20 per cent of the digitized
films were chosen by rights holders and distributors. In exchange
they had to show a distribution plan comprising making the films
available to the general public, at the cinema and in at least one
more release window. International distribution was deemed a
positive in the selection.
In 2015 an external consulting committee was also linked to
the internal selection Committee, with representatives of the
National Library of Sweden, the Department of Media Studies
at Stockholm University, the Swedish Federation of Film Critics
and the Swedish Federation of Film Societies.

Since most of the activities cannot be performed in a normal
office environment, specially adapted premises were required.
Colour grading and image restoration require controlled colours
and light in the room, and sound restoration requires sound-absorbing walls. The Film Institute therefore arranged new premises
in the Film House, which were completed in October 2014.
Image scanning initially took place at the post-production
company StoPP in central Stockholm. This was the financially
most favourable solution, since neither the Film Institute nor
STOPP needed the scanner one hundred per cent of the time.
The rental agreement did however include an option clause,
which entitled the Film Institute to buy the scanner at a predetermined price if STOPP should decide to phase out its
operation or sell the scanner. This option was used at the end of
2015, when STOPP was acquired by a former competitor and
simultaneously refocused its business. The scanner was
relocated and installed in the Film House in February 2016.
From the beginning, the digitization process has depended
on technology and expertise from other areas at the Film
Institute. The preservation officers at the Archival Film
Collections are consulted continuously when choosing and
preparing films, and the material is cleaned by film technicians
in Rotebro. Both analogue and digital cinema screenings are
dealt with by the Film Institute’s projectionists. This existing
infrastructure makes it more financially advantageous for the
Film Institute to do the digitization in-house rather than using
external providers.

Changes in the work 2014–2016
During the first three years, there were continual adjustments to
the process. Certain tasks have been added which have prolonged
the process, such as editing, logistics for cinema distribution,
conversion for different platforms, adjustment of silent film
speeds, subtitling and production of intertitles. In addition, a lot
of work has been devoted to reviewing and quality assuring
work flows and digital archiving.
Negatives have increasingly started being used as the source
material rather than duplicate positives, as the extra time required
on colour grading was not as much as expected. The same applies
to the job of manually removing scratches, dirt and damage,
where it has been decided that the slightly longer time taken
improves the quality to a great extent. The original decision to
scan everything in 2K has also needed to be re-evaluated with
the above in mind. Internationally, more and more digital
restoration is done in the higher resolution, 4K, and this is a
more suitable resolution than 2K when scanning from negative.
4K is becoming the international standard for digital restoration,
and the Swedish Film Institute will need to bear this in mind.

Selection of films
Since the funding allocated to the Swedish Film Institute for
digitization only suffice for part of the film heritage, at the end
of 2013 an organization was set up and guidelines were drawn
up for which titles should be prioritized and thereby selected for
digitization.6 A Selection Committee was formed with representatives from different departments and with different areas of
expertise. The aim with the selection was to ensure as broad a
representation of the Swedish film heritage as possible, from the
silent era up to the 2000s. Making the films available to a

The various levels of the work
To begin with, the Film Institute worked on all titles using the
same process and with the same level of ambition. With the aim
of using time and resources more efficiently, since 2016 digitization has been carried out on five different levels:
1. Digital adaptation – In certain cases, private parties or
foreign archives have already digitized or restored Swedish
films, although not always in a format that can be used for
cinema screenings. Rather than the Film Institute redoing
the digitization and restoration, the material is deposited to
the Film Institute and screening elements for digital cinema
are created.
6. See http://www.filminstitutet.se/globalassets/2.-fa-kunskap-om-film/digitala-filmarvet/diverse-bilder/policy-of-the-digitization-selection-committee.pdf
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other viewing platforms and contexts, and the demands on the
Film Institute’s digital archiving have increased accordingly.
But even though there is high-quality material for screening at
cinemas, the material often needs to be adapted and edited to
look good on other platforms. Requests for the films in different
formats has placed new demands on the Swedish Film Institute
to create and handle different versions of the films.
Subtitling for different languages was not part of the original
plans. Some of the films contain non-Swedish dialogue and need
Swedish subtitles. For the films to be able to be shown abroad,
they must be subtitled, primarily in English. English subtitles
can also help people in Sweden who are unable to read Swedish
subtitles. Requests have been received to subtitle the digitized
films in their entirety in Swedish (just as with new Swedish film
at the cinema), in the Swedish minority languages, and also in
other languages spoken by many, such as Arabic. In 2015–2016
the Film Institute decided to subtitle 42 films in English, two
children and youth’s films in Swedish, and 20 films with nonSwedish dialogue in Swedish.
Due to the higher work load which making the films available
entailed, in 2016 the Film Institute recruited a media engineer to
the digital archive. The media engineer’s task is to supply
digitized material for further use. The post also includes the
technical work involved in conjunction with subtitling and
processing certain titles ahead of making them available on
other platforms.
Silent films are screened regularly with live music at the
Swedish Film Institute’s Cinematheque. In 2008 the Swedish
Film Institute and AB Svensk Filmindustri released a DVD box
set of six Swedish silent films, with newly composed music, but
other than that only a very small proportion of Swedish silent
films have been available to audiences. When the silent films are

2. Digitization – Occasionally the long-term preservation of
analogue material is threatened, for example if it is in poor
condition. Even though the film may not have been selected,
the material is scanned and archived so that restoration is
possible at a later date.
3. Digital copy – A simpler process than those below, whereby
less time and resources are spent on manually rectifying
damage, dirt, audio synching and so on. This is generally
done for titles where the source material is so poor that a
faultless result is not possible without spending a disproportionate amount of time.
4. Digital restoration –The process is built around this level
as the standard level.
5. Full digital restoration – A few films which, for one
reason or other, are prioritized and allocated extra time and
resources. Due to the source material, these titles may require
more thorough restoration work, such as the silent film
Ingeborg Holm (a.k.a. Margaret Day, Victor Sjöström, 1913).
They may also be titles that could have the potential for widespread distribution, such as Joe Hill (Bo Widerberg, 1971).
On 1 January 2017, a total of 247 films had been digitized on one
of these five levels. For a complete list of digitized films and their
levels, see Appendix 1.

Adaptation for different platforms and
availability
Both in selection and in processing, digitization has been based
on cinema screening. With cinema screening as the target, the
resolution of the digital material has been so high that it is
sufficient for other viewing platforms. Pleasingly, since the
beginning there has been a demand for the digitized films for

Witchcraft Through the Ages (Häxan), by Benjamin Christensen (1922), on the colour grading table at the Swedish Film Institute. The raw
scanned version can be seen to the right on the centre monitor, and the restored version to the left. Photo: Christopher Mair.
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Film Institute will be able to catch up with delays in the work,
as well as new tasks and needs that have arisen. The additional
resources will primarily be used to enable:

digitized they can once again be screened at cinemas, and if
music is added they can also be distributed on other platforms.
To make this possible, and because not all cinemas have the
possibility to arrange screenings with live music, the Film
Institute uses the music recorded for the DVD box set to add
audio to DCPs (Digital Cinema Packages). The Film Institute
also records new music for a selection of the titles.

•
•
•
•
•

Strengthening of the operation 2017
In autumn 2016 the government granted SEK 2.5 million a year
to the Swedish Film Institute in order to strengthen the ongoing
initiative to digitize the film heritage. With these funds, the

•
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Increased digitization in the higher 4K resolution
Involvement of filmmakers to a greater extent
More staffing
Version management and subtitling
Adaptation of material for screening in on platforms other
than cinema
Continued active work to make the digitized films available

Making the Digitized
Films Available
2014–2018
screening material with the Film Institute, and negotiate a price
with the rights holder – and this must be done before each
screening. This cumbersome way of doing things is exacerbated
by the fact that license fees charged by rights holders can vary
dramatically. Not having a distributor has also prevented films
from being shown at screenings for the general public, since
such screenings require a distributor.
In the autumn of 2014, the Film Institute therefore had a
discussion with rights holders and distributors on the subject of
theatrical distribution. Distributors were encouraged to put
films into distribution, and in 2015 the Film Institute decided to
start its own distribution operation to encompass those films
that did not have a distributor. Unlike other distributors, the
Film Institute chose not to launch the films at the title level,
partly so as not to compete with other distributors, and partly
because there are neither the resources nor the market for that.
Instead the Film Institute offers a catalogue of older Swedish
film which is promoted in various ways, often by theme. The
majority of the rights holders have joined the Film Institute’s
distribution scheme, including AB Svensk Filmindustri, which
holds the rights to the majority of the films.
On 1 January 2017 there were 131 titles in the Film Institute’s
distribution, and 44 titles with five other distributors. There were
a further 37 films that had been digitized, represented directly
by the rights holders. The involvement of other distributors is a
clear sign that the film industry can see potential in the Swedish
film heritage.
The films which the Film Institute distributes have been
booked by cinemas (Folkets Hus och Parker, Folkets Bio, SF Bio
and others), school cinema organizers, film festivals (such as
Göteborg Film Festival, BUFF International Film Festival,
Bergman Week, Stockholm International Film Festival, Uppsala
International Short Film Festival, Arctic Light Film Festival),
and film clubs such as the Swedish Federation of Film Societies,
and have consequently enjoyed widespread distribution across
Sweden.

Digitization of the film heritage is not just necessary, it also
creates unprecedented opportunities to make film history truly
available – until now older films have primarily existed in
analogue form and could only be screened at cinemas, and often
only by those that can deal with archive film. Some of the films
have been released on VHS or DVD, but in of a technical quality
that have rarely done them justice.
To ensure that the digitized films can be made available to
the general public, in 2013 the Film Institute began discussions
with the rights holders. This resulted in a general agreement
which regulates the rights holders’ access to the digital material,
states that the films will be available for cinema screening, and
that related material such as stills and posters can be used in
conjunction with screenings.
In spring 2014 the Film Institute looked at what measures
and resources were required to ensure the digitized films could
benefit the industry and the general public in the best possible
way. The Film Institute decided to finance a two-year project
focusing on making the films available. A project manager was
recruited in September 2014, tasked with informing the industry
and inspiring it to use the Swedish film heritage.
The Film Institute set a goal that all digitized films should
be available for cinema screening and screening on at least one
other platform, primarily VoD.
Of the additional funds granted by the government in autumn
2016, roughly half will finance a continuation of the two-year
project to make the Swedish film heritage available. To ensure
that access to the digitized films is guaranteed, this work must
take place in tandem.

Theatrical distribution
The ability to screen the digitized films at cinema theatres is
regulated in the digitization agreements with the rights holders.
To ensure that the films can easily be booked for all kinds of
cinema screening, they must however have a distributor. For
films without a distributor, the party showing the film must book
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The DVD market has declined dramatically in recent years,
but as observed in the report The Exploitation of Film Heritage
Works in the Digital Era, niche, curated box sets remain popular
with film enthusiasts. In Sweden, every year several box sets of
Swedish digitized films are released. Examples include box sets
of films by Suzanne Osten and Bo Widerberg, and starring
Ingrid Bergman. Several of the digitized films have also been
shown by Swedish public broadcaster SVT, including Intermezzo
(Gustaf Molander, 1936) starring Ingrid Bergman, which had
almost 170,000 viewers.
In 2017 all digitized films, in line with agreements with rights
holders, will be available to watch for free in the Swedish Film
Institute’s library in Stockholm. Discussions have also begun
with two library services regarding the possibility of incorpo
rating digitized films in future online loaning systems for film.
This would assure the films nationwide distribution.
On 1 January 2017, roughly a quarter of the films had been
released on DVD and/or were available on at least one VoD
service, free or for payment.

There is a wide variation in the films shown at cinemas:
films for children and adults, shorts and features, fiction films,
documentaries and experimental film. The trend has generally
been that a large number of titles are screened on a few occasions,
rather than a few titles being booked a lot. Some titles are of
course booked more than others during particular periods. In
2015, for instance, it was 100 years since the births of Hasse
Ekman and Ingrid Bergman, and consequently their films were
most popular that year. Something similar will happen in 2018,
the 100th anniversary of Ingmar Bergman’s birth. In 2016,
however, the children’s films were by far the most popular,
along with classics such as Frenzy (Hets, Alf Sjöberg, 1944).

VoD and other platforms
Once theatrical distribution had been established, work in 2016
focused on getting the digitized films adapted for VoD, which,
looking ahead, moving forward can be regarded as the main
viewing platform for the general public. In the report entitled
The Exploitation of Film Heritage Works in the Digital Era, 7
produced by the European Audiovisual Observatory for the
European Commission in 2016, VoD is highlighted as the
platform that has the greatest potential for heritage films.
Just as on the theatrical market, the Film Institute does not
intend to compete with existing VoD service, but instead to
support and complement. When it comes to VoD, the Film
Institute therefore chose not to start up its own new service, but
primarily to find collaborations with existing companies and
organizations. Since the Swedish Film Institute does not hold
the rights to the majority of the digitized films, the Film Institute’s
role was to initiate collaborations between rights holders and
VoD services. In 2017 the films will be more widely available on
at least one VoD se rvice through such collaborations. There are
however great challenges in making films available via VoD,
primarily when it comes to rights and payments. More on this
further on in the report.
The films whose rights situation allow it are published at
Filmarkivet.se, the Swedish Film Institute and National Library
of Sweden’s joint free VoD service for Swedish film. The content
of the site is largely made up of shorts, newsreels and experimental films.

Information and inspiration
To ensure that exhibitors and other screening parties have access
to the Film Institute’s digital offering, in 2015 a platform was
created at filminstitutet.se. On the website, filminstitutet.se/
digitalafilmarvet, every digitized film has its own page with text,
production credits, stills and a poster. There are also search
functions, themes and categories, news and tips about screenings
and events. The website also has an associated newsletter, and a
booking page and information about the digitization project.
The Swedish Film Institute is in continuous dialogue with
the industry about making films available and about potential
collaborations, and takes part in industry meetings, film days,
seminars and festivals. To inspire and bring the film heritage to
life, the Film Institute also organizes screenings and events,
both on its own and with others. Examples include:
•
•

In each Cinematheque programme, at least one digitized
film is given a new premiere.
With digitization, opportunities for outdoor screenings have
increased considerably, and in September 2015 the Film

Sissela Kyle and Lova Hagerfors introduce Parkteatern’s and the Film Institute’s screenings in Vitabergsparken park, Stockholm, September
2015. Photo: Christopher Mair.
7. See https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/exploitation-film-heritage-works-digital-era
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Gunnel Lindblom and Lisa Langseth chat before the premiere of Lindblom’s digitally restored Sally and Freedom (Sally och friheten) (1981).
Opening of the film weekend “Tystnad! Omtagning! – nu skriver vi om filmhistorien” (“Silence! Retake! – Rewriting film history”) at the Film
House, Stockholm, April 2016. Photo: Christopher Mair.

•

Institute organized free outdoor screenings in Vitabergs
parken park in Stockholm, in association with Parkteatern, a
‘park theatre’ organization. The screenings were introduced
by guests, including Gösta Ekman. A total of 1,550 people
attended four screenings, despite rain some of the time.
In April 2016 the Film Institute put on an event in the Film
House in Stockholm entitled “Tystnad! Omtagning! – nu
skriver vi om filmhistorien” (“Silence! Retake! – Rewriting
film history”), a weekend of film which launched the Film
Institute’s website nordicwomen.com and focused on the
generation of female filmmakers who emerged in Sweden in
the 1970s and 1980s. Prior to digitization, several of the films
had been unavailable to general audiences. Directors Gunnel

•

•

•

Ingeborg Holm by Victor Sjöström (1913), chosen by director
Alexander Payne as his favourite Swedish film.
© 1913 AB Svensk Filmindustri
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Lindblom, Marie-Louise Ekman, Agneta Fagerström-Olsson,
Christina Olofson, Maj Wechselmann, Suzanne Osten and
Marianne Ahrne were there to introduce their films and talk
to colleagues from later generations.
In association with Folkets Hus och Parker, in August 2016
the Film Institute launched its “Director’s Choice” programme, in which seven internationally renowned directors,
including Wes Anderson, Agnès Varda and Lars von Trier,
presented their favourite Swedish films.
In 2017 it is 100 years since the beginning of Sweden’s golden
age of film. The period is said to have run from 1917–1924,
and is one of the most impressive eras in Swedish film history,
influencing cinematic art far beyond our national borders. In
2017 the Film Institute will be seizing the opportunity to
commemorate the golden age and Swedish silent films with
digitally restored films, silent film concerts, sonorized DCPs
for cinemas unable to screen films with live music, Englishsubtitled versions, an exhibition for cinema theatres and a
special initiative specifically targeting school cinema
organizers.
In 2018 Ingmar Bergman would have celebrated his 100th
birthday. By then the Film Institute will have digitally
restored all his films (apart from those already restored by
AB Svensk Filmindustri) and added English subtitles. There
will be special programmes for screening parties, and the
Film Institute will assist the industry both in Sweden and
abroad with materials for different viewing platforms.
Enquiries are already coming in, and much of the work
around making films available in 2017 and 2018 will relate
to Bergman’s filmmaking.

The animated children’s films which the Film Institute has
digitally restored at the request of Folkets Bio represented the
majority of cinema screenings in 2015 and 2016. More than 350
screenings of four ‘kids’ packages’ took place at cinemas around
Sweden for the youngest cinema-goers.
Film festivals for children and youth also show the digitized
films, including Göteborgs lilla (little) film festival, BUFF,
SMUFF and Umeå European Film Festival. Moreover, every
semester the Young Cinematheque offers a new premiere of
digitized children’s films.
To make the films even more available to children and youth,
the Film Institute has subtitled two films in Swedish and had the
Swedish Media Council re-examine several more titles to bring
down the age rating since old ratings are not always relevant
today.

Film for children and youth
In accordance with government guidelines, the Film Institute
prioritizes films for children and youth, both in selection and
making available. This has also proven to be the category of
film that is used most, primarily at cinemas.
Back in 2014 the Film Institute took an initiative on the
Swedish children’s film heritage aimed at school cinema
organizers. One of the films that was launched was The Children
(Barnen från Frostmofjället, Rolf Husberg, 1946) in the project
”Boken på duken”.
Study guides have been produced for several of the digitized
films that are booked for screenings across Sweden. In the Film
Institute’s distribution and digital archive, children’s films are
the most popular. In 2016 four of the five films screened the most
in cinemas were children’s films. In top place was Pelle Svanslös
(Stig Lasseby, 1981), followed by Thunderclump (Dunder
klumpen! Per Åhlin, 1974) and Seppan (Agneta FagerströmOlsson, 1986).

International screenings
Promoting the digitized Swedish film heritage internationally
has not been a priority to date – the focus has been on the Swedish
audience – but even without any major efforts the films have still
made it to festivals and cinemas abroad. The most successful
screenings included the new premiere of Joe Hill (Bo Widerberg,
1971) during the 2015 Cannes Film Festival. Films have also been
sold on by rights holders to DVD and VoD distributors abroad,
such as Joe Hill and Hugo and Josefin (Kjell Grede, 1967).
The Swedish film heritage contains a large number of films
of international interest, and there is great potential for distribution. As fewer and fewer cinema theatres around the world are
able to screen analogue films, they become increasingly dependent on a digitized, subtitled film heritage. Swedish digitized
films, subtitled in other languages, could therefore fill a gap.
In 2017 the Film Institute will be making an effort to further
spread the Swedish film heritage internationally. These efforts
will comprise closer collaboration with the Film Institute’s
International Department, and creating an online platform in
English for the digitized Swedish film heritage, with editorial

Pelle Svanslös by Stig Lasseby (1981). Photo: Sandrew Metronome.

Joe Hill by Bo Widerberg (1971). Photo: Studio S Entertainment.
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The Selection Committee accommodates these requests as far
as possible. Since the range is still largely new, many screening
organizations are trying out what they should show, how they
should present the films and how they should reach their
audience. More remains to be done in this area.
One example of the difference digitization can make when
films become available is the development of Suzanne Osten’s
works. She has directed several films, and most have not been
available other than on 35 mm film in the Film Institute’s
archive. The odd title has previously been released on DVD.
Thanks to a collaboration between the Swedish Film Institute,
rights holders and distributors, her films are now in cinema
distribution, released on a DVD box set (Studio S Entertainment),
and several of them are available on VoD (SF Anytime). So from
only being available to cinemas that can handle archival prints,
they can now be shown at all cinemas in Sweden, and are also
available to watch privately at home.

textual and visual material, a booking page, screeners and
digital film delivery of DCPs with English subtitles. This will
also simplify the work arising from the great international
demand that is expected in the build-up to the centenary of
Ingmar Bergman’s birth in 2018.

Results of making films available
All in all, it is clear that interest in the digitized film heritage has
been extensive to date, both among the industry and audiences.
Distributors, exhibitors and others have become aware of its
potential. Since digitization is expensive, few distributors have
been able to digitize titles themselves, but now that the films exist
in the right format they can exploit them once again and thereby
create and build an aftermarket, on different viewing platforms.
Up to 20 per cent of the digitized films have, as mentioned
earlier, been requested by rights holders and distributors, and
there is a constant influx of inquiries from organizations wishing
to distribute older films again in on different viewing platforms.

Suzanne Osten’s debut film Mamma (1982) on the SF Anytime
VoD service. Image: SF Anytime.

A DVD box set of Suzanne Osten’s films, the majority digitally restored by the Swedish Film Institute. Image: Studio S Entertainment.

Statistics regarding digitization and use of the Swedish film heritage
2014

2015

2016

62*

79

106

247

9

33

46

88

of which features

53

46

60

159

No. of cinema screenings of digitized films

51

681

1093

of which in Sweden

42

582

999

of which in SFI distribution		

65

119

of which in other distributor’s distribution		

454

845

of which as digital archive loans		

73

35

of which abroad

9

89

94

12

83

71

No. of digitized films
of which shorts

Occasions films passed on to
rights holders for distribution
on different viewing platforms
* Including films digitized in 2013
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Total 1 Jan 2017

166

Digitizing and Making
the films Available
2019 and beyond
make investments in equipment that can guarantee the infrastructure in a future where certain equipment will be increasingly rare. It is also important that such funding is in place
when the current funding ceases, otherwise there is a risk that
the Film Institute loses expertise that cannot then be replaced.
In its budget request for 2017–2019, the Film Institute has
therefore asked for an appropriation increased to SEK 13.2
million a year from 2019, until digitization is complete. The
Film Institute has considered the possibility of re-allocating
funds to continue the work within the limits of the existing
appropriation. Discontinuing analogue archiving is, however,
not an option since the costs for climate-controlled vaults for
analogue film will still remain, as will resources for identification of films, preparation, and so on. So the Film Institute’s
request is made taking account of the fact that collecting,
preserving and giving access to analogue film will continue in
parallel with the making available of the film heritage in
existing and future digital platforms. Digitization is therefore
something new, an area of activity that has been added rather
than replacing something else.
Funding of SEK 13.2 million is a reasonable amount with
which the Film Institute can digitize and restore a relatively
large amount of films per year according to the set quality
standards. It is also a level that permits sufficient staffing to
secure critical knowledge transfer in the long term. A higher
pace of production with the same quality standards would,
however, render the current premises and infrastructure
insufficient, and new investment would be required. Higher
production under the current process may also be hard to

During the years 2013–2018, the Swedish Film Institute has
begun digitizing the Swedish film heritage to ensure it can be
seen in the future. The challenge is a large and a pivotal one for
the Film Institute’s activities as a cultural heritage institution.
The Film Institute’s current appropriation is proportioned for
archive-related operations in the analogue era. The needs that
existed then still remain, and will continue to do so in the future.
Digitization and digital archiving are, however, additional tasks
that did not exist in the analogue era. Another new aspect is the
government’s demand that everything the Film Institute digitizes
and restores should be available to the general public.8 This has
consequences for equipment, premises and staffing requirements.
When the special appropriation comes to an end in 2019,
the majority of the Swedish film heritage will still only be
available in the form of reels on shelves. Without funding for
digitization, the vast majority of our film heritage will not be
able to be made available to the general public, nor eventually
made available at all.
If the film policy goal of a film heritage that is used and
developed is to be met in time to come, moving forward,
funding, expertise and structures are required that enable
screening of the films.

Funding
One precondition for maintaining both competence and infrastructure for high-quality film digitization is sufficient funding
over a long period of time. If this is in place, it will also be
possible to create long-term apprenticeship programmes to
guarantee that expertise remains in the organization, and to

8. See the Swedish Government’s bill entitled “Mer film till fler - en sammanhållen filmpolitik” (“More film for more people – a cohesive film policy”), bill no.
2015/16:132.
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relevant equipment. That is to say, that it would probably not be
possible to start the operation up again after a few years, if it is
discontinued or dramatically cut down in 2019.

overview and thereby lead to high administration costs simply
to manage the operation.

Technical prerequisites
One of the main areas of concern when digitization work began
was future access to high-quality film scanners.
The Film Institute currently owns one film scanner, and it is
deemed to be possible to maintain and be kept working for the
foreseeable future. Concern regarding future scanners is less
now than it was in 2013, since several manufacturers have in
fact continued to make scanners, and there is also some new
development in the area. Several archives and private parties in
the Nordic region have chosen to invest in the same scanner as
the Film Institute, which will increase the possibility of having
a decent level of ongoing support and servicing also in the
future.
In 2015 six major Hollywood studios signed an agreement
with Kodak, committing to buy film stock in a quantity that
secured future production for Kodak. This way filmmakers can
continue shooting on analogue film, which creates a continued
need for scanners not just for the archive sector. If there is any
single event that has changed the fundamental conditions for
digitization, it is this. Without film stock, interest from the
financially strong international film industry would have gone
from low to non-existent as regards analogue film, and thereby
also scanners.

Scope
The idea of an archive is to make the material available for the
contemporary age, and to preserve it for future ages. All
historical experience shows that at any given time we are rarely
aware of what will be of interest to future generations. One of
the goals of film policy is that “the film heritage is preserved,
used and developed,” and the way the Film Institute sees it, it is
only natural that the entire film heritage should be available and
used. It is therefore not possible to say what doesn’t need to be
digitized. The Film Institute believes that the key is rather in
what order the films should be digitized.
As outlined previously, there are approximately 2,600
Swedish feature-length films and about 6,700 short films in the
Film Institute’s archive (and perhaps more than 12,000 Swedish
short films in total in private and public archives). From an
audience perspective, feature-length films would appear to be
those most in demand. This is certainly true from the perspective
of traditional viewing platforms like cinema, DVD and TV, but
with newer platforms such as social media, short films are more
popular. The fact that ‘film’ is generally regarded as being
synonymous with ‘feature film’ and therefore the norm, is more
down to historical grounds than an expression of what audiences
are most interested in. New contexts create new demands, so it
would be wise not to start from the present norm in determining
which films should and should not be digitized.
The Film Institute’s position is therefore that all Swedish
films that only exist in analogue format should be digitized in
the corresponding quality and version. If, however, this is done
within the framework of the Film Institute’s digitization
operation in the period 2014–2018, this would take more than
100 years. This is not realistic bearing in mind the threats
described earlier on in this report. To reduce that time, films and
source elements need to be categorized based on certain
technical and content-related parameters.
As mentioned previously the greatest threat to digitization is
expertise, closely followed by access to technology for fast
digitization. To streamline the process, the Film Institute has
already implemented a system of different digitization levels.
Based on these levels, the Film Institute can see that there is a
slow way to proceed, and a fast way. The slow way entails
digitization associated with large amounts of expertise in
analogue film, equivalent to “digital restoration” or “full digital
restoration”. The fast way means that material of adequate
quality can be digitized rapidly with a limited amount of postprocessing, which is less dependent on specialist expertise. This
equates to the “digital copy” level outlined above.
Whichever level is chosen, scanning must be of such quality
that any re-digitization in higher quality is rendered unnecessary.
This means for example that all film should be scanned in at
least 2K; that way a film would not need to be re-scanned if it
later requires a “full restoration” rather than the “digital copy”
that has already been made. So the groundwork (choosing
material, preparation, scanning) must always be the same, but

Securing know-how and expertise
The greatest challenge for digitization is securing know-how
and expertise in the long term, both for analogue and digital
film. Digitization requires an in-depth knowledge of analogue
film, partly to be able to choose the right source element, but
also to be able to carry out the digitization in the best way to
ensure that the digital copy resembles the analogue original as
closely as possible. Historically, film archives have been able to
recruit specialized personnel from laboratories, but because there
are no longer any commercial labs in Sweden, that possibility
no longer exists. Nor are there any academic programmes in the
field, all of which jeopardizes the future competence supply.
The two most recent positions at the Film Institute’s Film
Archive, for example, went to to people who had trained in
France and Germany, as the expertise could not be found in
Sweden.
The challenge also relates to digitization competence: since
hardware and software for digitization are marginal in the
commercial industry due to altered formats, the recruitment
base from digital post-production companies is also in danger of
vanishing. It will be particularly difficult to source the bridging
expertise with experience of both analogue and digital film
processing.
As long as the Film Institute can continue operating to the
extent that SEK 13.2 million permits, there is the possibility to
secure the knowledge transfer internally to continue working in
the field for a long time to come. It is the Film Institute’s opinion
that it would be impossible or at least very difficult and expensive
to restart an operation that had not been up and running for
several years, even if it would still be possible to get hold of the
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agreements for most films. Older films were produced for
theatrical distribution, and this is also the only platform covered
in producers’ agreements for screening rights. Renewing agreements for older films is complicated and involves locating old
production companies and individual creators, and identifying
heirs. It is investigative work which is very time-consuming. If
audience access to a film is to be guaranteed for digitization to
be relevant, the issue of rights will be a serious problem.
SF Studios, which holds the rights to the majority of all
Swedish film, continuously renews the rights for titles that are
digitized, but renewing the rights for all titles in its catalogue
would be a tremendous task. Private companies cannot be
expected to put time and resources into something they cannot
be paid for in any way. This is a problem for instance with films
that have limited commercial attraction, where the time spent
on investigating rights can never be counted in immediate
income. And even if this issue should be resolved, the time
taken would be a problem; it would not be possible to resolve
rights issues at the same pace as films were digitized. Sweden is
not alone in this rights-related problem. Many countries that are
making heritage films available are facing similar challenges.
If the film heritage in its entirety really is to be made available
to the general public as a matter of the film policy, new legal
solutions must be devised, solutions that are reasonable for the
rights holders and which bring fair remuneration to the filmmakers. The VoD market needs to be developed, but one way
forward could also be a collective licensing agreement, similar
to the one Bildupphovsrätt i Sverige/the Visual Copyright
Society in Sweden has for stills. Such a licence could work for
state-run cultural heritage institutions, for example, for
publishing their digitized films online. So if the Swedish film
heritage is to be available to the public, it not only has to be
digitized, it also has to be available legally.

the digitization level will then determine what subsequent
stages are needed and how thorough they should be.
A ‘fast track’ of sufficient production speed can be accomplished in one of three ways:
1. Extending the Film Institute’s current activities with further
scanning capacity, personnel and technical infrastructure.
2. Bringing in an external private company for the scanning,
and extending the Film Institute’s current activities in terms
of personnel and technical infrastructure.
3. Collaboration between the Film Institute and other government-funded digitization activities. For the government, this
would be the most cost-effective option as it would be possible
to use existing technology and personnel to some extent.
The only other government-funded film digitization is the
Film Archive in Grängesberg, which is part of the National
Library of Sweden.9
Which alternative is best should be investigated. A combination
of the three approaches may also be possible. As mentioned
previously, at present there is a ceiling on how many films can
be digitized and restored per year. The only way of digitizing all
Swedish film within 25–30 years is to supplement the slow
process with a fast-track option. Even though material made
available the fast-track way will not look or sound as good as the
restored material, there will always be the option to work on that
material as required later on. In line with the film policy’s goals
of making the film heritage available to the general public,
public demand and legal feasibility for making them available
should be considered when deciding on an order of priority for
the films. This means that, looking ahead, continued selection
work is needed in digitization. moving forward.

Screening rights
As mentioned above, there is a great challenge in getting all the
digitized films onto VoD, which at present must be regarded as
the primary viewing platform for home use and therefore particularly important in reaching the general public. The main
obstacle is rights.
To begin with, not all rights holders are willing to sign
agreements for VoD distribution, as they regard the market as
being not well-established or certain enough. They also deem
the remuneration to be too low, and/or believe that selling for
VoD would risk losing sales to TV, particularly public broad
caster SVT. To a certain extent this can be attributed to the fact
that VoD is relatively new and has yet to show sufficient continuity or profitability. The report entitled The Exploitation of Film
Heritage Works in the Digital Era observes that the same is true
of most European countries. Beyond 2019, this ought reasonably
not to be the case any longer.
Secondly, and this is a more complex issue which will not
naturally adjust itself, the VoD platform is not regulated in

Subtitling and availability
In 2015 and 2016, the Swedish Film Institute adjusted its budget
to subtitle films where subtitling had the greatest impact.
However, existing funds will suffice only for subtitling of a few
of the digitized films, since translation and subtitling of a featurelength film costs in the region of SEK 10,000.
The guidelines for production funding stipulate that a film
produced with funding from the Swedish Film Institute must be
able to be screened with subtitles. For a while now, cinema chain
SF Bio has demanded that all distributors that screen films at its
theatres must subtitle their films, even where the dialogue is
Swedish. With this in mind, it is reasonable that also the films
which the Film Institute makes available should be subtitled for
greater availability. The films could also be subtitled in more
languages, such as the minority languages in Sweden. It would
also be possible to audio describe the films.
The Film Institute outlined future costs for subtitling the

9. What speaks for this approach, apart from the potential cost saving for the government, is the government’s proposal for new legislation referred to the
Council on Legislation for consideration regarding a new cultural heritage policy (see http://www.regeringen.se/4ae5fd/contentassets/8abb7ebac7004bdc966b49937e859341/kulturarvspolitik). In the proposal it, the government makes the judgement that “The National Library of Sweden and the Swedish Film
Institute should be assigned the joint task of investigating and making recommendations with the aim of increasing collaboration on the digitization of
audiovisual material.”
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VoD service itself, can do a lot to help ensure that older films
reach audiences. The report also says that the combination with
other viewing platforms can have a great impact, for example
with screenings and events at cinemas, as well as parallel
launches on different platforms. The cinema itself is also an
important showcase for the film heritage.
France is highlighted in the report as a role model in the EU
when it comes to exploiting heritage film. Centre national du
cinéma et de l’image animée (CNC) provides funding for
large-scale digitization of film that is demanded by the industry,
which means the films have a good chance of commercial
success. The report stresses the importance of introducing the
film heritage to children and youth in order to create an awareness
of the film art and build a future audience, and says that France
has a well-developed system for media studies and film education
among children and youth through schools. France also has some
cinemas that are focused entirely on screening heritage films,
and major companies have created several parallel platforms for
distributing older film and making it sufficiently profitable.
Sweden is of course a far smaller country than France, and
while Sweden may be at the forefront when it comes to digiti
zation, there are lessons to be learnt from France and other
countries in finding an audience, marketing older film and
making it visible via different channels. With continued
digitization, the process of making films available will need to
be developed.
To date, digitized films have primarily been those that are
familiar to the public. The Film Institute can supply many of the
films to distributors and screening organizations, which can
market them to audiences with an interest in film. American
classics may dominate the market in Europe, but there ought
also to be scope in several places for more comprehensive
dissemination of domestic film.
As the quantity increases, there will be a move away from
the titles well-known to the public and the ordinary distribution
form, and there will be better opportunities for more specialized
use in other contexts. A growing quantity also places new
demands on work with rights and distribution. In tandem with
supporting the industry in showing the film heritage on different viewing platforms, the Swedish Film Institute needs to
prepare to deal with a large number of digitized films and new
ways of communicating them.

digitized films in Swedish and English in its budget proposal for
2017–2019. Subtitling would significantly increase the availa
bility of the film heritage. However, seeing as the film heritage
is so extensive and subtitling is so expensive and resource-
intensive, a study should be made of the level of demand that
exists and which efforts would have the greatest effect.

Making films available
When roughly 500 Swedish films will be digitized by 2019, as
described above it is already clear what significance digitization
will have when it comes to making the film heritage available.
The work has just begun, and if the funding, expertise and
screening issues can be resolved there is tremendous potential.
The general public, the film industry and researchers will be able
to access the film heritage in ways that were never previously
possible, with high quality and in a range of different screening
contexts, free or for payment, in theatres, on TV, DVD, VoD and
other platforms that may arise in the future.
Funding for digitization is key, as is supporting the film
industry in finding ways to screen and market heritage films.
Just as with new film, the industry and the general public need
to be continually informed about films that have been made
available. Ongoing proactive work on the Film Institute’s part is
also required if the films that are digitized are to be discovered
and used. Continued resources are also required to be able to
technically offer the films to the industry in different formats,
for cinema theatres, TV, VoD and DVD. A continued positive
collaboration between the Swedish Film Institute and the film
industry is crucial. With concerted effort, the market for the
film heritage can be developed and extended.
Therefore, in addition to SEK 13.2 million for the actual
digitization, continued funding is also needed for distribution,
marketing and communication linked to the digitized films. The
budget for this in 2017 is approximately SEK 1.8 million. The
report entitled The Exploitation of Film Heritage Works in the
Digital Era also reveals that various countries in the EU are
requesting public funding for this.
It also states that VoD, and Subscription-VoD in particular,
has great potential for heritage film. In other countries, VoD
services already have an older film niche, including the international MUBI service and BFI Player in the UK. Curated VoD
services, marketing to targeted groups and activities beyond the
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